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INTRODUCTION
Statement of problem
Practices of land use in Utah show need for community &ction aimed
at more adequate utilitation of land and water resources.

Use of land

for orop production in Utah is limited by topography, soil type, elevation, clim&te, and moisture (26, p . 3) .

Because of limitations imposed,

only a small portion of the land area may be used for cultivated farming .
As a rule, large land holdings in Utah are not

regul~rly

tilled but

are used as range for raising livestock.
Farm cropland may be separated into bwo general
and dry-land.

claa~eas

irrigated

In general, the cropland of most farms is entirely one

class; however, some farms are a mixture of the two.
farms in Utah {87.5 percent in 1950

L?27>

The ma jori ty of

have some irrigated land.

Dry-land crop production is limited to areas of the state where soil
conditions and natural moisture are compatible with cultivation .
The predominance of small farma in Utah is well known.

The

u. s.

Cenaus of Agriculture reported that in 1945 the average farm harvested

47.4 acres (28). This includes dry-land as well aa irrigated farms.
According to the agricultural census of 1950, farms which had some
irrigated land averaged

41.5 acres of cropland harvested; and 59.3 acres

were harvested on the average dry-land farm in 1949 (29).
Many farms in Utah are composed of sca~tered segments of land often
separated by a mile or more.

This fragmentation of holdings, as it is

called, contributes to the difficulty of mhking farms economically
successful.

It inhibits full use of such practices as land leveling,

2

crop rotation. and peat control.
pieo 8

•

Machinery must be moved from piece to

and much time is lost in unproductive work.

Water , so important

to production, is lost through excessive conveyance as eaoh farmer
irrigates his fragmented holdings.
More is known about what constitutes proper practices in the
utilhation of physical resources than has been applied.

Farmers are

as interested in achieving suooeas as other factions of society.

They

cultivate their land according to what they think are the best practices
available to them.

Often. however, farmers ignore problems that require

mass approval and mass action.

Lowering of group living standards is

one result of ineffective management of physical and human resources.
The future prosperity of farmers is dependent upon the realistic application of action in accordance with social and technological science.
Utah farmers may or may not be cognizant of the economic disadvantage of land fragmentation.
eoonomio disadvantage

If farmers of this area are aware of the

land fragmentation imposes and yet are doing

nothing about it, social determinants of land and water utilization
supercede the advantages of c onsolidating holdings.
Social and economic security is a goal for the entire society, the
farm element included.

This goal can be reached through organization

and direction of productive forces (12, p. 815).

Farmers, who are

subject to cooperative action for economic success, cannot rely on
laissez-faire methods to provide a satisfactory life

(14) . Social

goals attainable through community action would contribute markedly to
the future prosperity of individual farmers.
The presence or lack of community action is reflected in economic
institutions as well as in the social and cultural li f e of a community.
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Land fragmentation and water utilization present common problema which
individuals are unable to satisfy by themselves.

Group action is required.

This •tudy was undertaken beoauae it was recognized that land
fragmentation and associated problems are common in Utah.

Specifically,

the Iron County Agricultural Agent recognized that in Paragonah the
problem is extenaive.

He requested t his study be made as an aid in

attaining more effective utilization of land and water resources in
that area.
Objectives of study
The objectives of this study were. in general. to describe the
situation of land and water utilization in Paragonah. how it came about.
how the people felt about it. and what action the community thought
might be taken to improve the utilization of these resources.
The principal objective was to exolore the social factors of
land fragmentation and water utilization.

Descriptions of the extent

of land fragmentation and irrigation practices. which are necessary to
provide a frame of reference for understanding the other factors considered, were to be included.
leading to fragmentation.

Also to be considered were factors

These included settlement of the area. in-

heritance patterns, population, and buying and selling practices.
Penetration of farmers' attitudes regarding fragmentation and their
concern or lack of concern about the resulting inefficiency in farming
was to be undertaken as was probing into attitudes concerning irrigation
practices.

An additional objective was to determine what action the

community had taken for better utilization of the land and water resources. and what actions the community felt may and should be taken.

Renew of 11 tera1ure

The oonoept of the family farm ia generally thought to be the
design of agriculture in the United States.
equipment combined

~th

Modern machinery and

improved practices can increase production

without destroying the family farm concept

(7, P• 936 ). Certainly,

farms may be too small or too divided for the most productive use of
the existing resources.

"The problem on these small farms is to find

more days of productive work

(25, p. 54)." For many f&rm people it

becomes increasingly difficult as land is diTided for inheritance and
other purposes to maintain a standard of living comparable to the other
factions of society.
It appears that large estates, also, do not provide adequate
economic and sooial conditions for the people generally.

According to

Gray, the agricultural production of England has been significantly
smaller than would have been possible if the large estates had been
divided into family- sized farma (8, p. 116).

Smith reports that 1

If large-scale agri oul ture actually were eft'ioient,
the rural South would today be characterized by
enlightenment and a high plane of living instead of
ignorance and poverty • • • • one seeks in vain for a
case in which the large-scale organization of agriculture has produced among the masses a prosperous,
sturdy, independent, self-reliant, and well informed
citizenry (21, p. 304).
Extremely small family farms , es oecially when composed of fragmented holdings, have distinct disadvantages in utilizing modern agricultural methods (1 0 ).
Ancient Hebr~, Russians. and others attempted to prevent the
development of extreme fragmentation by legal provision for community
ownership and periodic redistribution of holdings (21, p . 21 9) .1
1.

C. F. Sorokin, P. A., et al., A Systematic Source Book in Rural
Sooiologz, Minneapolis;-The University of Minneso~ese. 193o.
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With abandonment of feudal land tenure in Europe, the idea
developed that the owner of land might deal
wished.

~th

his property as he

The title of "fee simple" became a foro of land tenure

~ioh

allowed land to be used practically at the diacretion of the holder.
The movement toward laissez-faire individualism reached ita peak
in Europe by the middle of the nineteenth century (8. P• 131).

Social

counter movements have changed the system of "fee simple" tenure with
gradually increasing emphasis on the social responsibility of land as
property .
Some restrictions upon landowners c&me as early as the 1880's .
In 1889 the Danish government began a program of land settlement that
included the provision that property must not be subdivided, consolidated.
or combined with other land ~thout the approval of the Secretary of
Agriculture.

Subdivision would be approved only if the planning of

communities made it desirable to use the land for some purpose other
than that for which it was originally granted (8. p. 132).
The German Homestead Act of 1920 provided that the homestead could
not be subdivided or portions sold without the approval of the agency of
land settlement.

The Reichserbhofreoht of 1933 placed restrictions

upon the landowner through regulation of ownership. succession. and
inheritance.

Usually. the Erbhofrecht applied up to 125 hectare2 but

could be extended to apply to larger holdings with permission from the
Minister of Agrioulture.

Inheritance was regulated by limiting trans-

fer of the undivided property to one child• generally the youngest son.
Other children were entitled to support but had no claim to the oapital
2.

Ten hectare equal

24.7

acres.
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value of the farm (31 , P• 131) •

The Erbhofreoht involved about half

of the land in Germany in 1938.
All recent land settlement 1a~ of Germany, Scotland, England,
the Scandinavian countries, and many other n&tiona have included ability
requirements of the owner to manage the land in an acceptable manner
(8, P• 131).

Evidences of inability could result in the loss of power

to administer the fami ly farm and even the possession of it.
The system of dividing the farm equally among the heirs of French
farmers made the farms so small the "two child" family evolved to lessen
excessive land fragmentation

{4). Even so, the inheritance lawa of

France have resulted in excessive ~bdivision of land until many farms
are far too small, resulting in a lowering of living standards for the
farm people. (2, p. 167).
Soviet Russia completely abandoned the operation of farma as
family uni ta.

When farms were colleoti vir.ed under

21 tate

ownership in

1927, the possibility of operating independent family farm. was abolished.
Only in Russia has the movement away from laisser.-faire individualism
gone to such extreme

(31, p. 135).

Canada was first settled by the l''rench.

Land fragrnentati on was

introduced into Canada under the feudal system of Seigneurs, whereby all
of the children of an owner, male and female, inherited equal shares of
his land .
sl~re

In dividing the land of deceased owners each heir wanted a

in the river frontage because of transportation advantagea.

The

demand for river frontage and equal division of holdings resulted in
shredding the farms into ribbona of land with a frontage of only fifty
or a hundred feet and a depth often exceeding a mile

(13, P• 92).

Under this pattern of land tenure the work of farming the land
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necessitated a great deal of traveling baok and forth.

The situation

prevented proper rotation of crops. and in seTeral ways delayed progress.
The system resulted in so important an obstacle to agricultural progress
that in
France.

1744

the governor drew it to the attention of authorities in

Despite a decree by the king to control the excessive fragmenta-

tion of holdings, the practice of dividing the lands continued and by

1790 reached all the way from ~uebeo to Montreal (13, P• 94) .
The Seigniorial tenure system in Canada was retained by the British
for a time after they had gained control of the government.
in 1854, the system was abandoned.

Finally,

Since that date free tenure ia the

only system which has remained in force in the province of ~uebec.

Cagne,

however, relates that,
Our farms situated on the old sei~noriea ~ re, as a rule,
much longer and narrower than those in the t~ h ips.
On the Island of Orleans and on the Beaupre coast. there
are farms which are more than two miles long and leas
than 300 feet wide. In the Townshi ps oondi tions in
this regard, while not excellent, are better. There
the lots are, as a rule, twice a~ wide aa t hose of the
seignories and are seldom aver on "'ile in length ( 5, p.

323).

Influence of the French land tenur e system was also evident in
the settlement of New Orleans in the United States where the situation
was similar to that in Canada.

In Brazil, desir e f or river frontage

has also developed land ownership patterns that are reminiscent of
the French system in Canada.
Many rural sociologists and agricultural ec onomists, among others,
have recognized the problem of an excess of small f arms in Utah.

Fewer,

but substantial numbers, have voiced their c oncer n about fragmented
holdings.

Probably the most

proli f ic author concerning the historical

development of fragmentation in the Utah area is Lowry Nels on.

His

The Mormon Village (18) contains references to his earl ier studies
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(15) (17) (19) and presents most of his important findings.

Reuss

and Blanch, who are agricultural economists. adTocate inquiry into
methods of improving the present pattern of land ownership and utilization.
"This should include methods of consolidating scattered land holdints
through sales, exchanges, or other methods • • • • (20)"

Geddes presents

briefly the historical devel opment of land tenure among the Mormons and
suggests modifications of the characteristic pattern which might be
made f or the social and economic advantage of the inhabitants

(6).

The problem of passing the family farm on to heirs is not peculiar
to Utah farm familiesJ inheritance problems are present throughout the
United States .

Studies concerned with the inheritance of farm property

are numerous.

Gibson and Walrath point out that continuity of ownership

and operation of farms in the United States is broken at least once each
generation through natural life processes.

They are especially concerned

with the concept of equality in inheritance. that is. equal division
of estates among heirs

(7).

Much more is known about what constitutes proper irrigation practices
than farmers have a pplied.

Widtsoe devotes a small book toward under-

standing of successful irrigation projects

(34). The importance of good

management in the utilization of irrigated soils is pointed out by Thorne

(27) . The study of irrigation, its principles and practices, is a field
in itself .

Except for basic understanding the author did not attempt to

make a thorough investigation into the literature concerned .
Insofar as can be determined, no studies have been made that are
directly comparable to the present one.

Many auth ors have recognized

that land fragmentation presents a problematic situation.
initiation of fragmentation in Utah has not been neglected.

The historical
Neither
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has the inadequacy of

extr~ely

small farms.

Irrigation problems re-

sulting from fragmented holdings have been recognized but written about
only indirectly.
Generally, the problems of land fragmentation have been recognized
but have not been dealt with adequately by effective community planning.
Setting of study
Early Mormon settlers had an immediate "shortage" of land and water.
This was due, in part, to their settling as communities rather than as
isolated farmers.

Fra~ented

of land ownership and
period.

land holdings began aa a result of practices

utili~ation

that occurred during the settlement

These practices were encouraged, in part, by the nature of the

climate and physical features of the area.

Much land was unsuitable for

cultivation because of topography, soil conditions or absence of natural
moiat•.1re .
Utah.

Water supply is a major faotor limiting land utilization in

Relatively light rainfall necessitates irrigation for agr i cultural

production.
Mormon eccncmic institutions were mol ded particularly by the
doctrine of economic equality.

As would be expected, individual owner -

ship of large land holdings was exceptional under the Mormon syst~.
~en

land was brought under irrigation it was divided equally among

the family heads of the Co1111lUni ty.

Each family was allowed only the

amount of land that it could cultivate, usually leas than 20 acres.
As other land was made available through irrigation it, too, was
divided among the family heads.

Because the land surrounding the

original farm was already taken by others, the farmer , when able to
expand his operations, had to utilize land separate from his first
holding.

This practice gave rise to farms composed of scattered frag-

ments, each separate and distinct from the others.
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Early land settlement and social policies have had definite effect
upon agriculture in Utah.

The basic patterns of land ownership, control,

and utili&ation established during settlement have remained to the present.
But during recent years farms have been reducing in number but growing
in acreage.

Mechanization has increased the capability of farm families

to operate large farms.

Partly as a result of increased caoabilities,

a large amount of land is now operated on a part owner, part tenant basis.
The increasing site of farms probably has reduced the amount of fragmentation in some instances, but increased it in others.

Fragmented

holdings continue as a source of inconvenience and consternation to
farmers.
Early settlers of Utah divided the land into small hol dings in
order that all of the families might have irrigation water and till
the land as methods then available permitted.

Land for which water

was the most readily accessible was brought under cultivation first.
Later, when water was provided through more extensive a r.d higher canal
systems, benoh lands, which were frequently superior for crop production,
could be cultivated

(24, p. 35). "But the weakness of the system

developed with the refusal of the earliest settlers to coordinate their
efforts • • • with much resulting duplication of effort and uneconomic
use of water

(9, p. 13)." Irrigation systems developed in this manner

resulted in many ditches having no dependence upon one another, and in
some instances running rather close together and oarallel to each other
for some distance.

Long irrigation runs of small streams in ooarae-

textured soils result in excessive losses in the supply ditches.
Water in ita various uses is a limiting factor in the development
of this area, but approximately one-third or all the water diverted for

11

irrigation is lost in conveyance (1. p .

6) . Fragmentation of land

holdings greatly extends the requ irements for conveyance of water as
each farmer runs the water from land fragment to land fragment.
Community setting
Located in southwestern Utah, at the eastern part of Iron County,
Paragonah was initially a fort villa 7e, the fort being for protection
from Indians

(6). With the decline in power of Indiana, t he fort

disappeared and Paragonah took on the typical ~ormon Villa ge pattern
described by Nelson (18).

Since 1852, when the village was settled,

the farmers have lived in town and have traveled to th eir farms which,
in this case, generally lie west of towno
north and northeast.
fan .

A few farms are also to the

The farming area is a gentle sloping alluvial

The soils are fertile but somewhat exhausted from laok of good

management.

Except for a

f~

acres of grain, the cropland was used

almost exclusively for hay production, usually alfalfa.
Although the farmers of Paragonah have f arms of f ragmented land
holdings . none of the
owned plots.

~est

Fields" is as yet fenced into individually

The various land holdings are farmed individually but in

the fall they are grazed cooperatively; that is, the li vestock belong-

ing to the various f armers are allowed to graze anywhere within the area.
There were four owners interviewed who did no work on their farmo
All four stated , however, that they received some inc ome from their land.
Twenty farmers in Paragonah reported t hat they worked their land on a
part-time basis.

Five of this group stated that they put more into the

farm than th~ received.

There were 14 farmers who said they worked

full time on their farms.

One of this grou p said that investments

provided him with some income; all of the others deoended entir ely on
the farm .
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Water in Paragonah is controlled by thre e irrigation companiest
the Field and Canal Company, the Resen-oir Company, and the Little
Creek Irrigation Compaeyo

These are not official titles but are the

name-s by which they are kn01fll locally.

Two of the irrigation companies

have a canmon source of water, Red Creek.
(hereafter referred to u

The Field and Canal Company

the Canal Company} has the primary right to

Red Creek water, the Resen-oir Company a a eoondary right.

Little Creek

water is used to irrigate farms lying to the north and northee.st of
town and ita water rights are controlled
Companyo

~

the Little Creek Irrigation

The three irrigation companies are to some extent in competi-

tion with each other, yet are owned lsrgely by the same people.
The business establishments consist of a service-station-grocery
store combination, a small general store, and one service station.
Except for the few small items and groceries carried by the local stores,
most merchandise shopping is done at Parowan or Cedar City.

Parowan

liea 5 miles southwest of Paragonah, and Cedar City 19 miles farther
in the same general direction.

A number of housea in Paragonah have been reconditioned , and
three or four have been built during the past five or aix years.
Generally, however, the houses indicate a lack of prosperity 1 several
are definitely inadequate.

Except for the highway (US 91) that passes

through the center of town, none of the streets are paTed.
no paved community sidewalks.

There are

The few private sidewalks that are not

merely beaten paths end at the property line.
The population of Paragonah was officially 404 in 1950.

The peak

of population was reached in 1920 when there were 449 people living there.
In 193~384 people lived in Paragonah, and by 1940 this number had dwindled
to 365 (30).
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A la.rge proportion of the present male population works in industry
or mining, particularly the iron mines and the railroad located in other
parte of Iron Countyo

Many farms are operated by part-time farmers who

work their land before and after their regular jobs.
Particularly striking to the visitor of Paragonah is the absence
of young adults in the community.

The population is composed mostly of

middle- aged to elderly adults or school-&ge chil dren.

It is evident

that the youth of the community have had to migrate extensively to find
employment.
The people of Paragonah, with few exceptions, are members of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints {commonly called Mormons) .
The village has one ward, whioh is part of Parowan Stake.
is the only building on one block in the center of town.

!:i·

The church

F:J

Except for

en '
~

a ffiW trees arrund the perimeter, the ground surrounding the church
is grown over with weeds.

>
-f

M

It was on this same ground that the old fort

.....

-

onoe stood.

>

t::

~

Settlement of Paragonah

....
>
• :-

•

The earliest reference to the Paragonah area that cruld be found
waa located at the office of the L. D.

s.

Church Historian.

-< -i
c:::
~

>

It

~

stated that Parley P. Pratt reported reaching Red Creek on the 23rd of

n

0
rt-

~

January, 1850, while on a southern exploring mission (3) .

~

rwos
Parowan was selected as the site of the original Mormon settlement
in Iron County.

Apparently it was not intended to build a community

at Red Creek, because in 1851 Red Creek water was diverted into a ditch
leading to Parowan.

The project ended in f ailure beoause the water

was lost in conveyance before reaching ita intended destination.

The

Jensen Encyclopedic History of the Churoh (11), compiled by Elder

19358 3-
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Andrew Jensen from original sources aays, "The attempt to bring Red
Creek water to Parowan in 1851 proved a failure as the flaw of water
in the creek was not large enough to reach Parowan before it eTaporated."
Since the water could not be conveyed to the nearest community, it
~

necessary to use it for irrigating land near the stream, if at all.

Jensen saya,
Land was claimed on Red Creek by a ome of the brethern in
1851, but the real settling of the plaoe occurred in the
spring of 1852 by Wm. H. Dame, Chaa. Hall, Job P. Hall,
Benj. Watta, Chas. Y. Webb, and a few others, most of
whom had families w1 th them.
Elder William H. Dame wrote the following to George A. Smith from Red
Creek on June 23, 1852•

" • • • we now number aix families, seven men.

We have moved the old corral and built a fort as Bro. Brigham (Young)
told us to do (3)o"
The first settlement at Red Creek did not follow the general
Mormon village pattern.

Instead, this early village was of a line

type reminiscent of French settlements els811bere.
The first settlers located on both sides of Red Creek
below the present site of Paragonah, and built a
sort of a string tOifn w1 th their log and adobe houses.
Only a small crop of grain and vegetables was raised
that year ( 11).
In the fall of 1852 a townsite after the usual Mormon pat tern
was surveyed on Red Creek and was named Paragoonah, this being the
Piede f8ic7Indian name for warm water ( 11).

The survey waa not immedi-

ately used beoause settl era found it necessary to enclose themselves
in a fort for pro t ection from the Indians.

"

..

• al

early aa neoember,

1852, there were 1 5 or 20 families living on Red Creek who had enclosed
themselves in a fort (11 ) ."
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Jensen alto reported that:
• • • in April, 1853, the settlement was temporarily
broken up • • • • on account of Indian troubl ee. the socalled Walker war. Yost of the housea in Paragoonah
were torn down and all of the people moved to Parowan,
from which place, however, some of the brethern went
back to Red Creek to irrigate their lands and mature
their crops. When the order came to move away there
were about 15 families in Paragoonah.
The place was entirely vacated and nothing done
in the shape of farming or otherwise in the settlement
in 1854.
.
Paragoonah was resettled in the s pring of 1855,
~en most of the men who had vacated the settlement
in 1853, returned and put in crops, which, however,
were all destroyed by the grasshopper••
In the summer of

1855 a log and adobe fort, the plan for which

was proTided br Brigham Young, was erected in Paragonah (11).
fort enclosed a 105 feet square on the block where the
now stands.
stories tall.

When finished the outside wall

"BS

The

c~~unity

church

3 feet thick: and two

The gate, which was on the north side, was 12 feet

high and 12 feet wide.

RoomB inside the enclosure were built along

the sides of the fort and were 16 feet square.

On the second story

the walls had windowa which faced the outside.
The Blackhawk Indian War of

1~55-1857

forced Paragonah residents

to live inside the fort and required guards to be placed at the gate
every night that the war was on.
Successful crops were grown in Paragonah in
2,

1857 (3). On March

1857, the Iron County Court granted o. B. Adams, on behalf of the

citizens of Paragonah, the right of using Little Creek water for
"irrigating and other purposes

(3):' It was reported that prospects

looked bright for the harvesting of between four and five thousand
bushels of wheat that fall (11).
In

185Y the people, who had lived in the .t·ort since 1!:355, oegan
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to move out upon the surveyed townsite around the fort.

The first

survey was subsequently enlarged to form the present townsi t e .

The

limited amount of available water caused some c oncern, even then , about
the size of the growing community.
It was at first thought there was only water here for
two farma, but it has continued to increase in quantity
until the present time though a cons t ant opposit ion has
been made to an increase to the settlement, we now understand that they are willing to accept an addit i on of ten
families provided they would be satisfied with an addi t i on
of 100 acres to the field. Some of the farmers have only
10 acres though most of them haTe more. The soi l i s very
productive when well cultivated (11).
That the pioneer period in Para gonah had ended was indicated by
Silas

s.

Smith who wrote from Paragonah on November 5, 1868t

~e

have just torn down a portion of the fort wall, for fear i t would fall
down and hurt some person

(3)."
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METHOD OF PROCEDURE
The schedule
This study was undertaken at the request of Stephen L. Brower,
Iron County Agricultural Agent.

Before any actual research was done,

he was contacted for clarification and basic understanding of the
problem.

In conference with Dr. William A. DeHart, Extension Rural

Sociologist, and the writer , the county agent described the community
of Paragonah, told something of ita history, and talked of the various
problem aspects presented by the fragmented land holdings.
Delimitation of the study was accomplished with considerable
difficulty aa there were many aspects of land fragmentation which,
though interesting and important, were too broad in scope to be included
in one master's study.

Other aspects were beyond the limited experience

of the author and could not be adequately treated.
With the assistance of Dr. DeHart, a tentative schedule was
developed .

Much of the schedule was

by the county agent.

deri~ed

from questions suggested

His understanding of the problem through personal

experience provided the writer with a frame of reference without actually
viei ting the locale.

Before a schedule was constructed, however,

reading was done to provide background information and insight.

Repre-

sentative selections from this reading are referred to in other parts
of the s1ll.dy.
After being revised several times, the schedule was tested through
administration to various farmers in Cache County.
interviewed were known personally

qy

the writer.

The first farmers
Their contributions

to the construction of the schedule were chiefly re-wording of some
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questions which allowed clearer interpretation of meaning.

Essentially

the schedule waa retained in i ta original form.
Following interviews with farmers known personally by the writer,
the schedule was revised and used during interTi~ with other Cache
County farmers.

It waa attempted at this time to enact aa nearly a1

possible the intervi8W situation expected in Paragonah.

Farmers unknown

by the intervi8Wer were contacted, and their ruponsea recorded on the
schedule just as would be done during the actual collection of research
data.

These interviews again reaul ted in changes being made as problems

arose that had not been anticipated.
Following this testing of the schedule, it was again revised and
then sent to the Iron County Agricultural Agent for his suggestions
and ideas.
oompani~a

Except for the changing of the names of the irrigation
in Paragonah, the schedule was returned intact.

This schedule

wa1 then presented to the advisory committee for approval and was
administered to the farmers of Paragonah after minor alteration.

The

schedule used is included as an a npendix.
Administration of the aehedul e.

Owing to the limited number

of potential respondents in Paragonah, it was planned to int erview the
head of every family who owned or operated irrigable land within the
community.

The possibility of overlooking any family was controlled

by making a rough map which indicated the location of every occupied
house.

With one exception, every home in Paragonah was contacted.

The one exception, a widower farmer, was not at home at any time while
the interviews were being conducted.
To help establish rapport, prior to the administration of the
1chedule a brief orientation of its purpose and how the answers would
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be used was explained to each respondent.
The limited numher of intervie'WS permitted the writer himself to
gather and record the data during the early summer of 1954.

No other

interviewers were utilized during this study.
There were four irrigable land

Land holders not interviewed.

owners in Paragonah who were not included in the data of t r ia study.
Two of these owners were not available for
work in Paragonah.

intervi~ing

during the field

A wife stated that her husband had taken up reai-

dence in another community and although they owned some land, she knew
nothing about it.

A farmer whose primary concern was sheep rather than

irrigated land could not be located during the field work.
reported that he was rarely at home during the summer

His neighbors

months.

The other two land holders refused to take time to talk about their
farms.

Both were elderly men.

One of these men owned 7 acres of

irrigated land and the other 30 acres.

Both refused to give further

information to the interviewer.
Statistical technique
Because every available land holder in Paragonah was contacted and
interviewed, this study represents, for practical purpos es, the entire
universe under consideration.

For this reason, relatively simple, but

easily understood, percentage distributions are used as the major
method of statistical evaluation.

It was felt that this method of

presentation would allow adequate evaluation of the variables under
consideration.

In most oases the percentage figures will represent

percent of the total
schedule.

(38) number of individuals res ponding to the

In same oases these figures will represent only a segment of

the respondents.

Cursory attention to a table may lead to -uu.s
4
i n t erpretation of the variables if this fact is not considered.
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PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
Land in Paragonah
Acreage~ Para~onah

When dry arable and grazing land

farms.

as well aa irrigated land holdings were considered together, there were
several farmers in Paragonah who had farms of oTer 100 aores.
farmers reported having

far~

irrigated land, together.

Nineteen

of 100 or more acres of both dry and

Nine farmers claimed O"tmership of over 200

acres of landJ four reported having 300 to 500 acres.
Another 19 farmers reported that they awned less than 70 aores.
Of this number, 1 0 owned rrom 40 to 70 acres, four owned from 20 to

40

acres, and five reported owning less than 20 acres.

One farmer

owned no land whataoever. but rented all of the land that oa.mposed his
fann.
Four farmers added to their holdings by renting between 10 and 13
acres or land.

Two farmers rented 20 acres and one farmer rented

approximately 70 acres.

Another farmer was able to increase the aize

of hia farm by renting nearly 90 acres.

Of t he sample. then. eight

farmers ret:1ted land.
Most of the land rented by farmers was irrigated crop land.
of the rented holdings were dry land used primarily for pasture.

Some
The

total acreage of dry and irrigated land owned and rented by those
Paragonah farmers included in the sample is s hown in table 1.
Irrigable acreage of Paragonah farms.

-

-

Table 2

eh~

the acreage

of irrigable land farmed by the individual f armers who were interriewed
and the number of fragments that composed the farms.

When the number

of irrigable acres held by eaoh farmer was determined, it was found that
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Acreage of land. owned and rented. Paragonah. Utah. 1954

Table 1.
Aore a

Number
owning

Percent
of sample

Number
renting

Percent
of sample

0 - 19

4

13.1 5

4

10. 53

20 - 39

4

10. 53

2

5. 26

40-69

10

26.32

1

2 .63

70 - 99

0

o.oo

1

2 . 63

100 - 199

10

26.32

0

o.oo

200 - over

9

23 . 68

0

o.oo

8

21 . 05

Total

Table 2.

Number of
fragments

100.0

37

Fragmentation and acreage of irrigab1e land. Paragonah. Utah.
1954
Number
reporting

Percent

Irrigable
acres

Number
reporting

Percent

9

23.68

Under 10

6

15. 78

2 - 3

15

39.47

10

- 29

11

28 . 95

4- 6

5

13 . 16

30 -

r:fj

11

28. 95

7 - 8

6

15. 79

60 - 100

7

18.42

9 - over

2

5. 26

Over 100

2

5. 26

Don't know

1

2 . 64

Don' t know

1

2 . 64

38

100 . 00

38

100. 00

1

Total

Total
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only t-xo reported having farms of over 100 aorea.

Seven fanners reported

that their irrigable land holdings were between 60 and 100 acres.

Eleven

farmers had between 30 and 60 acres and a like number said their farm
had over 10 but leas than 30 acres of land that could be irrigated.
Fewer than 10 aores of irrigable land composed the cropland of six
farma.
The irrigable acres of nine farma were reported to be integrated
holdings without fragment'\tion.

Fifteen,. or over one-third,. of the

farmers in Paragonah had their irrigated
separated fragments.
paroela each.

l~nd

divided into two or three

Five irrigated far.ns consisted of five or six

Six farmera reported that their irrigable land holdings

were divided into from seven to nine fragments.

One landowner did

not know how many separate fragments of land he held.
The number of fragments composing the various farma was not correlated with the acreage of the irrigable holdi ngs.

One f arm of 10

acres was reported to be divided into seven pieces.

If the division

were equal this would mean that the owner would be farming areas of
slightly more than 1 acre eaoh.

Several of the fragments of land

under oultivation by Paragonah farmers were of less than 5 acres.
Irrigable land holdings of 16 fragments were reported by one farmer
having 100 acres.

Some of these fragments were of less than 1 acre.

The farmer having the largest number of irrlgable acres (200) had hia
holdings divided into four pieces.

The smallest holding, 5 acres, was

in two fragments.
The inheritance lalf!l of Utah mve contributed to some undesirable
trends in land fragmentation.

Their defects are more a oparent now that

homesteading and free land grant s have ended, and the trans f er of land
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through inheritance has an ever increasing effect upon state economy.
The faot that trans fer of land through inheritance ia coDIIlOn in the
United States and of even more i:aportance in furope implies tha.t less
land will oa11e on the aalN market in the future and that more land
will be tranaferred to heirs.
Six of the present farmers bought their

How farms were acquired.

firat land holdings in Paragonah by paying market price to the precedi~
owner.

One of the tr esent owner& homesteaded hia first land holding.

Another farmer rented all of the land he farmed.

The remai ning 30

farmers who were interviewed inherited their land from a relative.
usually their father.
The meanings of inheritance are varied.

Land might be inherited ae

an outright gift, through purchase from a close relative, through a bond
of maintenance, or through marriage.
their land

t hr~~gh

purchase.

EleTen present owner• inherited

Of this number 10 reoeiTed their fathers'

land and one reoei Ted the land of a cousin.

Inheritance through out-

right gift or bond of maintenance provided the first land holding for
the other
Table
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farmers (table

3).

3. Present and preceding owners method of acquiring firat land
holding. Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Purchased

Inherited

Other

Total

Present owner

6

30

2

38

Preceding owner

1

22

9

38

13

52

11

Total

25
Seven of the preceding land owners in Paragonah bought their first
Four

from non-relatives
and
paid market price for the land.
h 0 ldl.·n~s
-o
"'
a.
of the preceding owners' first land holdings were homesteads.

Haw

five predecessors acquired their first land was not known by the present
o"''fD.ers.
Twenty-two of the preceding owners received their farm through
some function of inheritance.

Five of the preceding land ovmers

inherited the land from their fathers but reportedly paid market price
for it.

Seventeen of the preceding land owners acquired their farm

through outright gift inheritance.
It should be noted that the above information concerning the
method of preceding owners acquiring their first land holdings was
gathered f rom the present owners .

That the present owners might be

misinformed or not familiar with the facts is very p ossible.
fore, this information may not be entirely accurat e.

There-

It was felt that

since most of the present farmers are sons of the preceding owners , the
information should be reliable enough for the purpo se of this study.
Fragmentation caused

~

buying additional land.

Ei ghteen land

owners in Paragonah had subsequently purchased land whi ch was separated
from t heir other holdings; a like number had not.

One f armer who

claimed that he bought any land available to him in order to increase
the size of his farm had purchased 16 fragment s of land, each of which
was separated from the others.

This was an extrene example.

Five

farmers purchased three to six pieces of land which were not attached
to their other holdings.

Eleven farmers had purchased one or two

fragments of land which were separate f rom the rest of their farm.
One land owner did not reoall whether h e had purchased any of his
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fragJnented holdings.

The farmer ltho rented his land did not know about

pre'rioua buying or selling of land by the owner (table 4) •
Table

4.

Nuaber of present and preceding owners acquiring fragmented
land holdings through purchase. Paragonah. Utah. 1954
Present
owners

Percent

preceding
owners

Percent

Yes

18

47.36

15

39.47

No

18

47.36

9

23.68

Don't know

1

2.64

14

36.85

Not owner

1

2.64

38

100.00

38

100.00

Purchased
separate
land

Total

Those who had pre.iously owned farms in Paragonah also bought land
that was separate from their other holdings.

Fifteen present owners

stated that the previous owner had acquired land separate from his
other holdings through purchase.

Nine present owners thought that

the previous owner had not purchased land a eparated from the rest of
his land.

Fourteen present owners did not know if the previous land

owners had bought land separated from the rest of their farm.
Buying and selling practices of both the present and the past
generation of land owners have contributed to land fra~enta tion in
Paragonah.

This practice has continued despite general economic

disadvantage for the farmers as a group.
Fragmentation caused~ renting additional land.

Fragmented

farms may result from land renting as well as actual ownership of the
land.

Nine farmers in Paragonah rented land to supplement that which
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they owned.

one of these farmers owned no land but had an integrated

land holding because all of his rented land was in one pieoe.

An

additional seven farmers rented land .nich was separate from the rest
of their farm.

Six would have bought the rented land if it had been

made available to them.

Although they were renting land, bfo f&rmera

said they did not intend to buy it.

One did not intend to buy his

rented land because he rented from his mother.
to inherit this land later.

He eTidently expected

The other had attempted, without success,

to purchase the l and he was renting from the owner.
Only one farmer in Paragonah rented land that was adjacent to
part of his own holdings (tabl e

5). This farmer desired to purchase

some, but not all, of his rented land.
Table

5. Ren t ing and desire to purohase land separate from or adjacent
to holdings, Paragonah, Utah, 1954

Responses

Rent
separate
land

Woul d
purchase

~

~

Rent
ad j acent
land

%

Would
purchase

Yes

8

21.05

6

75

1

2.64

No

30

78 .95

2

25

37

97. 36

Total

38

1:>0.00

8

100

38

100.00

Farm problema oau sed

~

land f ragmentation.

%

1

100

1

100

Tabl e 6 shan that

in addition to t h e nine farmers not a ff ected by land fragmentation, 10
f armers thought tha t land fragmentati on was not contributing to inefficiency
in their farming.
Time lost through he.ving to move from fragment to fragment was thought

to be a problem by eight of the farmers interviewed. Water conveyance to
fragmented holdings resul t ed in what was c onsidered a problem by 1 5 farmers.
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Table 6.

Land fragmentation problems reported by individual
Paragonah~ Utah, 1954

farmers~

Number
reporting

Peroent of
aample

No problem

10

26.31

Time losses

8

21.05

Water losses

15

39.47

Costa and effect
on machinery

12

31.57

Increased labor

6

15.78

Integrated holdings

9

23o68

The costa of operating and maintaining machinery were increased by land
fragmentation according to 12 farmers.
When interviewing the participants in the study, the interviewer
did not $uggest that land fragmentation made farming problems but only
asked if the separated fields belonging to the individual made any
problema for him.

Some farmers mentioned several or all of the above

listed problema, others mentioned only oneo
It should be pointed out that in some instances, owning fragmented
holdings might be advantageous.

By selecting divided holdings some

individuals might be able to gain control of the better land in an
area.

Obviously, with the ~est Fields" not being fenced, none of the

farmers could pasture their land there as they saw fit.

The entire

area could be open for pasture only when the community was finished
with the harvest.
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Discussion of fragmentation.

Generally, because of their mutual

intereat1 , it can be expected that farmers talk about farm probl~ with
their neighbors.

The recognition of land fragmentation as a problem in

farming 11 indicated by the number of farmers who recall talking about
this with their neighbors.

It was revealed earlier that of the

38 farmers

included in the sample, 29 had farms composed of two or more fragments.
Yet, only

18 farmera reported that they have diacuued this ai tuation

with their neighbors (table
Table

7).

Three farmers didn't recall Whether they

7. Discussion with neighbors, community meetings held, and action
taken through community meetings about fragmented holdings,
Paragonah, Utah, 1954

cOJillfalnity -

Discussed
with
neighbors

Percent

Meetings
held

Percent

action

Yea

18

47.36

8

21.05

2

5.26

No

17

L4.74

23

6o.~

23

60.52

3

7.90

7

18.43

13

34.22

38

100.00

38

100.00

38

100.00

Don't lcn01f
Total

had talked about fragmentation or not.

Percent

Land fragmentation had not been

disouseed among neighbors according to 17 of the participants.

If land

fragmentation were recognized as a serious t;roblem, it would be expected
that discussion would be more widespread.
There had been no community meetings held for the exclusive purpose
of eliminating land fragmentation.

In conjunction with the regular

meetings about irrigation held by the Canal Company • some meetings had
been devoted pr~marily to solution of fragmentation.

Thirty-three of

the fannera int eni.ewed had water rights through the Canal Ccmpany.
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Eight farmers reported that meetings had been held to discuss land
fragmentation.

Seven said that they didn't know whether meetings had

been held or not. and 23 farmers indicated that no meeting devoted to
land fragmentation had been held.
Three farmers were aware that some action had resulted from the
meetings which wer~ held to consider land fragmentation.

These three

conati tuted a coDmi ttee formed at one of the meetings to study the
situation and to present some possible solution.

One committee member

stated that he could find no one reallv interested in doing anything
about the situation.

The other

t1fO

members 1aid that the committee

suggested in a follow-up meeting that the farmers draw for the number
of acres owned by each indiTidual and that the farmers then trade lands
accordingly to effect consolidation.
Had this plan been carried out. the land owned by the several
farmers would have been consolidated, but there were several reasons
why this plan of land consolidation was not undertaken.

For example.

because the plan oalled for an aore per acre trade. there was no
evaluation made of differing land values or water advantagee.
members of the community affected with land

fra~mentation

Not all

were Canal

Company stockholders and therefore were not included in the plan.
Twenty-three of the farmer• interviewed stated that there had
been no community action taken to eliminate land fragmentation.

Thirteen

individuals did not know whether or not there had been community action.
They had not participated in any woh efforts.
Reoogni tion of need for oonaolidation of land holdings.

Twenty-

five farmers augg ea ted a ever&.! rea a ona why they thought there was a need
for consolidation of land holdings in Paragonah (table 8).

Representative
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Table 8.

Reoogni tion of need for conaolida ti. on of land fragments,
willingneaa to trade land on an equitable bash, and
willingness to support group efforts to effect trades,
Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Need for
consolidation

Percent

Willing
to
trade

Percent

Support
group
efforts

Percent

25

65.78

23

60.52

19

50.00

No

3

7.90

5

13.16

7

18.L2

Don't know

1

2.64

1

2.64

Integrated
holdings

9

23.68

9

38

100.00

38

Response

Yea

Total

9
100.00

38

100.00

of this 'group was onefarmer who thought i f hia land were in one piece
it might support him and his family.

Several individuals said that the

fragments of land were too small and should be combined to allow
farmers to operate their land to better advantage.

A few farmers

thought that fewer irrigation ditchea would be required i f all of the
land belonging to various individuals was j oined to other land owned
by the same person.
The three farmers who sai d there was no need f or consolidation of
land holdings each gave a different reason for his attitude.

One said

that nothing could be done a bout the problem and that he did not care
whether anything was done or not.

Another farmer said that the land

holdings had to be small to irrigate with what water there was aTailable.
The third farme r liked his divided fields because there was leas danger
of all of his land being flooded during high water time in the spring.
One farmer said he did not know whether there was or was not a need
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for bringing divided land holdings together.

Nine farmers did not

comment on the need for consolidation of holdings because their fanna
were integrated fields.

The fact that their land was in one piece

suggests that these farmere considered it important to have all of their
land together.
Of the farmers interviewed, 23

Willingness to trade land.

said that they would be willing to trade land on an equitable basis
to effect consolidation of their holdings.

Five, including two

who thought consolidation was desirable. would not be willing to trade
their land to assist in consolidating the farms of Paragonah.

Of the

two who thought consolidation of holdings would be desirable but were
not willing to trade land, one said he had "given up" and the other
said •nothing could be done."
would be willing to trade land.

Again, one fa rmer didn't know if he
Nine farmers did not comment on their

willingness to trade land to help other farmers consoli date their farms .
It was previou sly stated that 25 farmers felt that there was a
need for consolidation, and that 23 of these stated that t hey would be
willing to trade land on an equitable basis (table 8.)

Only 19 farmera

said that they would support any group effort to trade land so that
eaoh farm would be in one location.

This group of farmers thought

that group efforts could be successful in promoting trades among
individuals, but indicated that they didn't know just what a group could
do.

Some farmers thought that group pressures to trade might prevail

upon r ..rn:ora who would not oth.r·-.'iae be willin~ to de leo

Others

thought that group action c ould reduce t h e number of trades and sales
resulting in fUrther fragmentation .
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Feelings that group efforts oould not effect land fragmentation
because it was an individual problem prevailed in a group of seven
farmers who would not

s~pport

group efforts to effect trades.

Some

said that they did not think anything effect! ve could be done by groups
or individuals.

Three farmers were undecided about supporting group

efforts to trade land.
Consolidation of holdings through trading land.

Thirteen land

owners in Paragonah had been able to trade at least some land in an
effort to get their land together.

These owners had not been able to

complete the integration of their fields.

What farmers considered

"an even trade" was the most common basis for land exchange.

T~

farmers said the land they received through exchange had leu market
value than the land they gave.

They felt that consolidating their

holdings was compensation enough for the difference in land Talue.
Equal value trades did not always mean equal trades on the basis of
acreage.

In several instances the relative productivity of the land

was considered, sometimes with monetary compensation being involved in
the trade.
Attempts to trade land without success were reported by a even
farmers (table

9). One person found others who were willing to trade

but who were unable to do so because of mortgages on their land.

Two

farmers reported that other farmers would not trade except on an unequal
basis.

The r8maining land owners who desired to exchange land but had

been unable to complete a trade stated that their attempts had not gone
beyond preliminary talking.

Eight individuals had made no atte!':pt to

exchange land to consolidate their holdings.
Of nine farmers who said t heir land was one integrated hol~ing, five
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reported that exchanges had been necessary to consolidate their land.
A trade with a brother was all that was necessary for one farmer . While
others have had to make several exchanges in achisving consolidation.
Table 9.

Trade atten:pts by individual farmers to eff ect consolidation
of fragmented holdinrs, Paragonah. Utah, 1954
Number reporting

Percent

Completing sane trades

13

34.21

Attempting some trades

7

18.42

No trade attempts

8

21.05

Integrated holdings

9

23.68

Don't know

1

2.64

38

100.00

Total

The one farmer who rented his land did not know if the owner had
exchanged land as the land was in one piece when he began to rent it.
Obstacles to consolidation of holdings.

Senti~ental

attach-

ment to land was anticipated by nine farmers aa one factor that contributed to the prevention of consolidation of

holdi~s.

This attachment

was expressed by on1 individual who said, "My father gave me t nis land.
He must have wanted me to have it."

Some of the land in Paragonah has

been in the same family name for over a hundred years.

There is a

certain amount o£ felt prestige attached to owning land that has
traditionally been in the family since settlement of the community.
Without strong motiv~tion farmers having traditional holdings are not
likely to be willing to release this land to gain some other (table 10).
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Table 10.

Anticipated problems to be overcome in consolidating
land holdings • Paragonah. Utah, 1954
Number
reporting

Percent of
88-'ll> le

9

23.68

ProblemB associated with irrigation

11

28.94

Differential land value

13

34.21

Too many trades necessary

9

23.68

Don't know

8

21.05

Sentimental attachment to land

Eleven farmers thought that problems associated with irrigation
would have to be overcome if land holdings were to be consolidated.
accessibility of water was the major problem in this instance.

The

It was

recognized by most of the farmers that the land near the head of the
ditch was worth more than that at the bottom because proportionally more
water was available.

This, of course, was owing to differences in con-

veyance losses.
Topographically, some land in the Paragonah area is better suited
to irrigation than is other.
needs leveling.

Nearly all of the land in the ~est Fields"

Some land has a gravelly texture which a bsorbe a great

deal of water and is difficult to irrigate.
Closely related to problema associated with irrigation was differential
land value, recognized by 13 farmers as an obstacle to the consolidation
of fragmented land holdings.

The irrigation properties of land in the

Paragonah area had a direct relation to the value of the land.

In addition,

some land was more highly valued than other land because of the crop that
was being grown.
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Generally, the quality of the soil in the Par&gonah farming area
was the same.
the rest.

There are, however. some areas which are not as good as

Farmers were reluctant to trade for land with which they

were not well acquainted. .They felt that they were experienced wi. th the
land that they then held and understood how it should be farmed.
Another obstacle to consolidation of land hol ding in the area was
that too many trades were then necessary for farmers to get their land
together.

They felt that what trades could be made would not contri bute

much toward solution of the situation.
Some farmers had increased the size of their hold ings b y gaining
any land that was available.

Several trades would be necessary if t his

land were to be integrated into one large area.

Some trades had been

accomplished but the factors stated above made trading on an equ itable
basis very difficult to achieve.
Relation of present and previous farm owners.

Most of the

present land owners in Paragonah were related to the previous owner.
In most oases. where there was no relationship between s ucceed i ng farmers,
the new owner was from some other family that lived within the community.
Only in a few oases had outsiders moved into Paragonah to establish farms
(table ll ) .
Twenty-nine, or over three-fourths, of the present owners were sons
of the previous owner.

One land hol der was a daughter of the previous

owner, and one was a c ousin.
related to the previous owner.

Seven of the present farmers were not
Three of these farmers were new comers

to Paragonah but one of their wives was a community member since childhood.
There were only two f arm famili es, then, in whi ch neith er s pouse
was formerly a member of some family in t he c ommunity.

In the other
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Table 11.

Relation of present farmers to preoeding owners and agre ...
menta for transfer of eatatea, Paragonah, Utah, 1954

Percent

Estate
transfer
at;reement

Percent

29

76.31

4

10.52

Daught er

1

2.63

Cousin

1

2.63

None

1

18.43

38

100.00

4

1 0 .52

Relation to
preTious
owner
Son

Total

farm families, at least one and usually both spouses were longtime
residents of Paragonah.
Most of the farmers in Paragonah thought that an agreement for
transfer of the farm to heira would be desirable.

(See table

13) .

Suoh an agreement was made between four of the present farmers and their
immediate predecessors.
n~

One agreement included the provision that the

owner would assume the farm mortgage and maintain his parents, the

previous owners.

A purchase agreement was made between a current owner

and his father-in-law.

Verbal agreements for transfer of the land to

one heir were made between two other int erviewed farmers and thei!'
fathers.

Prior to the actual transfer of title through estate settle-

ment or purchase, there were no plana made for the transfer of the other
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fanu.
Generation of family farm ownerahipo

Eight farmers reported

that they were the first of their family to own any of the land that they
were then farming.

Because they were yet holding the land there had been
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no chance for the land to be divided among their heirs.

This means that

any fragmentation of their ls.nd would be the result of aane practice
other than inheritance.

Three of these farms were integrated holdings.

The other four of these farms included the most striking example of land

A farmer in this group asserted his farm

fragmentation in Paragonah.

was composed of 16 separate fragments of land.

The other three farms

were composed of two, three. and seven fragments (table 12).
Table 12.

Generation of family ownership and division of farm land
among heirs of preceding owners, Paragonah, Utah, 19s4

Land now held by the:

Number
reporting

Land divided
among heirs of
first owner

Land divided
among heir a of
s eoond owner

First generation of
family ownership

8

Second generation of
family ownership

11

10

Third generation of
family ownership

18

17

15

2c;

15

Non-owner
Total

1

38

EleTen farmers reported that some of their land had been in the
family one generation previously.

Ten of the pr~ceding generationa'

farms had been divided among the heirs.

Six had had the land divided

equally among all of the owner's heirs, male and female alike.

The

land of four farms had been divided equally among the male heirs only.
Two of the divided farms were re-united as one heir purchased the others
sha.rea.
At least part of the land belonging to 18 farmers had been in the
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family for two previous generations.

Seventeen of the 18 family farma

were diTided among the heirs of the first generation of ownership.
Thirteen of these fa~ were divided equally among all heirs of both
aexea, but four were divided among the sons only.
Fifteen of the 18 family farms were diTided among the heirs of
the a econd generation of ownership.

In three ina tancea the land was

divided &mang the male heirs only, the othe r 12 were divided equally
among the heirs of both sexes.
Desire to continue family farm.

Not all of the f amilies oper- •

ating farms in Paragonah wanted to continue
f~liea

operati~

of 15 farmers wanted to dispose of t he farm.

the farm.

The

Four farmers

expressed a desire to leave the farm as soon as possible.

In many

oasea, t he farmer, his wife, and family desired to keep the farm until
the children grew up.

They would then pr e fer that the child ren do

something else.
The families of 13 farmers would have c ontinued the family farm
for various r easons.

Sentimental attachment to the land accounted

for some families' desire to retai n the f arm.

Most of the families

wanted to farm to provide them .tth a living and a way of lif e.

There

were a few familiea that thought keeping the farm would proTide them
.tth security if they should be no longer able to find other work.
Whether the family s hould retain the f arm or try s omething else
had not been discu ssed in eight famili es.

In mos t of these cases the

chil dren were still too young to have defini t e i deas about their occupational desirea.

None of the f armers in t hi s group expressed a personal

desire to leave the f arm.
Of the fami ly heads, 30 said t hey intended to k ee p t he f arm throughout

their lives.

Six intended to sell the farm and then either retire or

go into other work •

On•~

o~er
nu

or give up the farm (t a bl e 13) •

said he had not decided to either retain
there was one farmer
In Para.,.onah
~

who owned no land but was anxious to acquire some.

If he could get a

farm of his own, he intended to retain it for his heirs .
Table 13.

Farmers' intentions of keeping the farm in the family and
recognition of problems and plans for transfer to heirs,
Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Intend to
keep fann

Percent

Problems
in
transfer

Percent

Plans
for
transfer

Percent

Yes

30

78.94

20

;2 .63

2

5. 26

No

6

15.78

13

34.21

1

2.63

Don't know

1

2.64

4

10.52

34

89.47

Not owner

1

2.64

1

2.64

1

2o64

38

100.00

38

100.00

38

100.00

Total

Division of the estate and other dealings associated with transfer
of property to heirs were thought to constitute serious problems by 20
land owners.

The settlement of a deceased owner's estate could be

handled easily and would not be a serious problem to heirs according to

13 farmers.

The problem of estate settlement was not thought to be

important enough to warrant the immediate attention or planning of these
farmers .

Four farmers did not know just how important a problem settle-

ment of an estate would be, but suggested that it would depend upon
the parties involved.

These farmers intended to set up plans for trans-

ferring their property prior to the settl~ment of their estate.
Two farmers who thought inheritance problemB were important had made

oral agreements ~th their heirs c oncerning the division of their
estates.

one farmer said he did not intend to make any plans for the

settlement of his estate but would leave it up to his heirs.

Thirty-

four farmers thought it would be desirable for owners to determine the
settlement of their estates prior to death, but none had taken any
action tO"Kard doing so.
Division of the farm into fragments so small that they become a
liability rather than an asset was t he problem of estate settlement
most often mentioned by those interTiewed.

Feelings of inequality in

sharing the estate was the second most often mentioned problem.

Costs

of probating the estate and children not wanting the fa rm were other
problems in the area of estate settlement which were mentioned by the
present land owners in Paragonah.
Transfer of farms to heirs.

Of the 10 farms that were transferred

intact b etween present and previous owners, onl y t hree were inherited
without payment to the previous owner.

Twenty-six farms were divided

when transferred from previous owners.

One farmer did not know whether

he had received the entire farm belonging to the previous land holder
(table 14) .
In 23 instances of transfer of holdings through inheritance, more
than one heir wanted at least part of the previous o~er's farm.
the 23 1m tances two farms were tranaferred to only one heir
division of the land.

Of

w1 thout

One farm was transferred to only one son without

his compensating his father .

The other was inherited through purchase .

There were eight oases of farm transfer in which only one heir
desired to have the f amily farm .

In four of these oases .. the farm was

divided among all eligible heirs, whether they wanted the land or not.

In the other four oases, the farm was trans f erred without division of
the land.
Table

14.

Transfer of farms to heirs, Paragonah, Ut ah
Present owner got
all of previous
owner's farm

Percent

Other heirs
wanted
the farm

Peroent

Yes

10

26.?1

23

60.52

No

26

68.42

8

2loo6

Don't know

1

2.64

0

.oo

N/A

1

2 . 64

7

18.42

38

100 . 00

38

100.00

Total

Six farms were purchased from a non-relative pre vious owner.

Of

the six farma purchased, two were divided among more than one new owner.
One farm waa composed entirely of land purchased from Iron County.

The

remaining three farms were transferred intact.
Unfortunately, the number of persons sharing in the division of
the farms was not obtained.

It ma.y be assumed that t he number was

rather large as big famili es have been traditional among Mormons,
especially in the rural areas of Utah.
Further fragmentation of Paragonah f arms through division among
heirs will, if past practices continue, be det erm i ned in part by the
number of chi l dren in the present farm families.

At the time inter-

views were conducted, the farmers had a combined total of
of both sexes.

1L6

The male children were in majority by four.

were 75 male ch ildren and 71 female.
in the fsnilies int erviewed was 3.84.

children

There

The average number of children
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Eighty-six or

58.90

percent of the children were heire to farmers

50 years of a ge or over. This group would increase only elightly, if
at all, beoause most of their parents were past t he reproductive age.
The average number of children in each family of this group was

3.90.

Sixty or 42.10 percent of the children had fathers under 50 years
of age.

The average number of children in each family of this group was

3.33. The number of children in this group could be expected to increase
because their parents were still in their reproductive years.
The nwnber of children in each family compared to the a ge of the
parent interviewed is shown in table 15.
Table 15.
Number of
children

Number of c hildren and age of farmers, Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Age

~0-29

;o-39

0 - 1

4o-49

~- 59

oo-79

Total

1

2

1

5

4

3

5

18

4- 5

1

3

6

4

14

6- 7

1

1

l

3

2 - 3

1

8

Total

2

l

7

8

Attitudes regarding division of farms.

2

11

ll

38

When asked if he had any

suggestions as to haw to keep farms from being divided upon death of the
owner, one resident of Paragonah replied that the situation would automatioally take care of itself as the farms got too small to operate.
This casual attitude was not fo und among other farmers.

Most parent

farmers thought they should give all of their children an equitable

start in life, but should plan for the undivided farm to go to one
heir alone.

The method whi.oh farmers would use for transferring the

farm intact Taried in terms of attitudes of individual farmers.
farmers thought they should sell the farm to one heir .

Some

Others thought

one heir should pay the others for their share of the farm .

Probably,

the most acceptable method would be to make arrangements for one heir
to secure the farm from the preceding owner and for the preceding owner
to assist any other heirs along other lines.
Thirty farmers thought that one heir should inherit the undivided
farm but should pay others for their share.

Five farmers said that one

heir should get the farm but should not be obligated to any other heirs.
Two farmers had

f~er

than two heirs and did not comment about division

of their estates.
Nearly three-fourths of the farmers thought their daughters and
sons had an equal right to the farm inheritance.
only their sons should be considered in the farm

Six farmers thought
inh~ritanoe.

They felt

that their daughters could rely on their husbands for maintenance.
Four farmers had either sons or daughters only and did not comment on
rights to the farm on the baaia of sex.
Slightly leas than half of the farmers interviewed thought heirs
still on the farm at the time of a ettlement of their estates should be
favor ed over those who had left the farm for other employment.

Over

one-third of the farmers thought that some basis other than living on
the farm should determine how the estate should be settled.
On four farms the heirs either were still on the farm or had left
fer other employment.

These four fanners did not comment on favoritism

being shown to heirs on the farm.

If farmers said they would rather not
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cooment upon division of their estate a.mong heirs., no interpretation
of their failure to respond was attempted.

Those failing to respond

are indicated in table 16.
Table 16.

Attitudes of farmer• regarding the division of their estate
among heirs. Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Yea

No

ot
applicable

No
response

Total

Number
Should one heir pay
others for their share

30

5

2

1

38

Should daughters and
so~ share equally

27

6

4

l

38

Should heirs on the
farm be favored over
those who have left

18

13

4

3

38

Percent
Should one heir pay
others for their •hare

78.95

13.16

Should daughters and
sona share equally

11.05

15.79

10.53

Should heir• on the
farm be favored over
those who have left

47.37

34.21

10 . 53

100

2.63

100

100

Irrigation in Paragonah
Irrigation has been necessary for crop production in Paragonah
since the oommuni ty was settled.

The three sruroea of water, Red Creek.,

Little Creek., and pump wells., do not provide enough water to irrigate
all land in the area suitable for cultivation.

The ineffective use of

irrigation water, oau1ed in part by fragmented land holdings, is a
problem that requires group effort for solution.

The Canal Company.

The major source of irrigation water for

farms in Paragonah is Red Creek.

The primary rights to this source

are controlled by the Canal Company.

The major system of canals and

ditches and the distribution of water to inaiTidual farmers in

Para~onah

are responsibilities delegated to this company by the farmer stockholders.
As a result of Canal Company's policies Red Creek is divided into
three streams at the mouth of Paragonah Canyon .

Two of the s tre&m8 run

parallel to each other from the canyon 1hro11gh part of the village and
are separated only by a bank inbetween.

The other stream is separated

farther to allow its water to run on higher ground.

The water rights

for each individual stream are distinct from rights to the other twoo
The north stream was intended to irrigate the northern area of the farm
land 1 the middle stream, the middle farm land; and the south stream, the
southern area. of the fa.nn land.

The water is further divided to provide

what is called a garden stream which is used to irrigate the family
vegetable gardens and lawns within the village.
It was planned that irrigation water would be used in aequenoe
from the head of the ditch, to the next piece lower, and so on until
the land was progressively irrigated with any overflow of water being
utilized to help irrigate the next piece of land.

This plan was not

practical, however, and in practice when it is their turn to irrigate,
farmers take the water to the land whioh they feel needs watering moat.
The water may be used at the head of the ditch, the extreme end of the
ditch, and then carried to another separate area according to the individual farmer's needs.
Division of water rights by stream means that if a farmer has rights
to one stream but wants to irrigate land in another stream area , he
must convey the water to land not intended to be watered by that stream.
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Often this involves crossing of or mixing with another stream, causing
measurement difficulties and aometimea "feelings" between community
members.
According to company policy the water should be at the pbnned
location when turned over to another farmer tor his use.

The next

farmer may then repeat the process of conveying the water fram place to
place, sometimes using the di tchea which have been soaked by the prertoua
user. sometimes soaking dry ditches.

The county agent said the pattern

of water utilization results in about one-third of the water being used
to irrigate the land.

The rest is lost in conveyance.

Because Red Creek is divided into three stree.:ms, the water head 1a
not very large when received by the individual farmer.

The practice

of moving the water from fragra.ent to fragment causes the water head
to be reduced further as water is lost in the ditches.

Otten by the

time water reaches the land to be irrigated the head is too small to
force the water over the land.

As the farmer spends his time and

labor trying to get water across the land, the land close to the source
of 111ater 1a over irrigated and the land farther away left dry.
Irrigation in Paragonah is carried on day and night.

The water

is turned over to the next farmer according to a prearranged time schedule.
Sometimes the next user is

u~ble

in the caae of part-time farmers.

to take care of the water, particularly
In this situation the water is often

turned on to the land and allowed to take 1ts own oours e until time for
the next farmer to take the water.

Turns using water are rotated until

eaoh farmer has had access to the water according to his water right.
The procesa ia then repeated throughout the

gro~ng

seaaon.

~Reservoir

Compaey.

Red Creek water is used by both the

Canal and the Reservoir companies.
canal Company.

Pri.m.ary rights are owned by the

This means that the sum of the rights belonging to thia

company is equal to the ordinary law-water flow of t h e stream (23).

The

Reservoir Company acquired rights to Red Creek water left over after the
law-water flow of the stream.

In times of water scarcity the Reservoir

Company as the holder of secondary rights receives no water; what water
the stream does provide 1a divided among the holders of the primary water
rights.
This means. in effect. that the reservoir oan be used to store water
not required by the Canal Company farmers.
could be put into

stora~e,

During the winter some water

but most of the water is diverted to normally

dry land for consumption by livestock.

The spring runoff provides most

of the water that is placed in the res erToir for later use.

During

early summer months the stream may aometirrea provide enough water that
same of it can be stored.

Usually, when the stream is adequate to

provide storage water during the early summer. the reservoir is already
so full that the water must either be used or be allowed to waste.

Water

impounded for storage during the winter and spring month a is availe.bl e
dur1ng the growing season to those farmers having righta through the
Reservoir Company.
Because the two companies use the same canals and ditches

'

the

Reservoir Company can release water only when the system is not being
used by the other company.

In reality, the Reservoir Company is controlled

by the Canal Company because the Canal Company determines when water may

be diverted for storage or released for use.

It is evident that the two

companies should be combined for the best use of available wa t er from
Red Creek.

This was attempted once and is discussed in another section
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of t his a tudy.
The Little Creek Irrigation Company.

The Little Creek Irriga-

tion Company is not in direct competition ~th the other two companies.
This company's water comes from another small canyon which lies north
of town.

It is used primarily to irrigate land which lies north and

northeast of the big ~est Fielca".

Usually, this water is not used

to irrigate any of the area served by the other two companies.

Little

creek water could probably be used to better advantage if all water in
the area were controlled by one governing body and the planned control
of water was actually applied.
Some of the farmers of Paragonah have wells from

Pump wells.

which they pump water to supplement that gained from other sources.
Not all pumping ventures have been aucoeasful, however.

One farmer

broke over two hundred acres of brush land intending to irrigate it
with well water.

The land has never been used to produce a crop because

the 11f8.t er coming from the well contained too much alkali to be useful.
In an attempt to acquire more water, the Canal Company had drilled four
unsuccessful wells.
Many wells have been developed in Iron County but the static head
was not high enough to produce artesian water.

The water from these

wells was measured and correlated with the wa - er table, which dropped
almost at a constant rate from the time pumping began until the end of
the irrigation period (32, p. 87) .
Drainage in Part.ton.ah.

In Paragonah it appeared that the

natural drainare of the land was sufficient for crop production.

If

the necessity of drainage should develop it would take group effort to
prevent impairment of crop producing land.

Discussion of water

utili~ation.

With irrigation water being

so ~portant to the economic success of farma in Paragonah, it was
expected that all farmera would say they had talked with their neighbors
about water problema.

Because all of the farmers interTi~ed owned

stock in at l~ast one of the three lo cal irrigation companies, it was
anticipated that all of the farmers would be sware of meetings devoted
to irrigation problems.
It was not expected that only 25 of those interviewed would say
that they had discussed irrigation problems with

t~eir

neighbors.

One

individual stated that he didn't know whether he had talked about irrigation with his neighbors.

Twelve, or nearly one-third, of the farmers

stated that they had not discussed irrigation with t heir neighbors
(table 17).
Table 17.

Water utilization discussion with n~ighb ors, community
meetings held. and action taken through CCIIllDunity meetings,
Paragonah. Utah. 1954
Community
action

Peroent

25

65.78

19

76.00

31.58

10

26.32

4

16.00

1

2.64

3

7.90

2

8o00

38

100.00

38

100. 00

25

100 .00

with
neighbors

Percent

Yes

25

65.78

No

12

Don't know
Total

Meetings
hel d

Percent

Discussed

Meetings devoted to irrigation were known to 25 farmers.

These

meetings were held by one or more of the local irrigation companies.
Generally, the meetings were held by one oompany alone.

Ten farmers.

stockholders in at least one irrigation company, reported that they were

unaware of any meetings being held which were concerned with irrigation.
Three indi vidlah reported meetings might have been held.
The general feeling among neighbors who discussed irrigation was
that additional water was neoeuary.

Satisfaction with 'the present

situation or attempting to ma.lce the best of the •ter shortage was
voiced by several neighbors. according to those interviewed.

Three

farmers said their older neighbors did not want change• to be made in
the irrigation system.

Some farmers suggested that their neighbors had

a "don't care" attitude concerning all aspects of farming. irrigation
included.
Comnuni ty action taken as a result of the meetings about irrigation
included the unauccessful drilling of four wells by the Canal Company.
Reservoir sites for water from both Little Creek and Red Creek were
surveyed and the costa of construction estimated.

Individual overnight

storage ponds were considered and the site for a large community overnight storage pond was surveyed and evaluated.

The high cost of develop-

ing these projects was reported to be the reason why they had not been
carried further.
Nineteen of the 25 farmers aware of irrigation meetings t old of
one or more of the above listed projects.
had resulted in no action being taken.

Four persons said the meetings

Two individuals said that action

may have been taken as a result of the meetings but tbi t they were unaware
of any.
Irrigation practices.

Twenty-nine of the

34

active farmers were

not able to irrigate all of their irrigable land during one regular turn.
Some farmers said they were able to irrigate all of their land only once
a year. requiring an entire season.

Four farmers, who had wells. irrigated

as often as they thought waa necessary.

One farmer reported that water

was pumped from his well night and day through the entire growing season.
These farmer• also made use of the water they obtained through the various
irrigation companies.

One farmer occasionally was able to cover all of

his land during his regular irrigation turn if moisture content of the
soil had not depleted too much.

Usually. it was necessary for him to

use two or more turns to irrigate all of his land .
The water was almost always near the field requiring irrigation
when 10 farmers began their irrigation turn.
one farmer ' s fields when he got the water.

Ooca~ionally

it was near

Twenty-nine farmers seldom

got the water when it was near the field they desired to irrigate.

In

these instances the water waa conveyed either through di tchea which
were already wet or through dry dti ohes.

Even those who received the

water when it was near one of their fields often had to run the water
for considerable distances to irrigate their fragmented holdings.

The

water took from 1 to 2 1/2 hours to g et to some of the land belonging
to one fa~er.

Other farmers reoorted that the water often ran up to

three-quartera of a mile before it reached their land.
Farmera in Paragonah did not regularly trade irri~ation turns.

On

occasion. such as when a farmer's hay had been cut but was not yet off
the ground he may have asked some other farmer to trade turns with him.
In these situations some farmer who was willing to trade turns could
usually be found.
Part-time farmers did not regularly ask for trades of irrigation
turns because there were not m.ough opportunities to trade for a more
convenient tlme.

These farmers often attempted to set the water at the

beginning of their turn and then did nothing more until it was time for
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another person to take the water.

Sometimes farmera • children were

expected to irrigate the fields.
It will be recalled that the water from Red Creek is divided into
three streams at the mouth of the canyon.

When some irri gation turns

coincided there was mixing of the north and middle streams after they
arrived at the fields .

Because the water was not measured again two

or more farmers would share turns with each other.

This sharing of

turns occurred nearly every irrigation turn f or three farmers, and
frequently durl ng turns of two additional im 1 vi duals.

Eight farmers

reported that they occasionally shared irrigation turna with their
neighbore (table 18).
Sharing of irrigation turns was made neoeesary through the system
of having water rights diTided according to specific stream.

This

meant a fanner could have rights to one stream of water but have sane
land in an area not intended to be irrigated by that stream.

When the

water was taken to this land it sometime• mixed with another farmer's
stream.
Of course. sharing of irrigation turns could be on a voluntary
basis.

For example. in the spring when there ~• an excess of water

•

farmers were often happy to share their turn just to get rid of the
excess.
Sharing of irrigation turns sometimes contributed to ill feelings
between neighbors because of measurement difficulties.
irrigation water divisi~n was a very serious matter.

In Paragonah
Farmers did not

generally feel that they should attempt to get more than their share
Of the available water. but they felt that no one else should get more
than his share either .

Because of disadvantages in shar i ng water.
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Ta:,1e 18.

Irrigation practices, Par~gonah, Ut~~ . 19?4
Frequently

Occasionally

Seldo::~

Total

Number
Irrigates all fields
during regular turn

4

1

29

34

Irrigates field when
water is near

19

3

12

34

Trades turns with
neighbors

0

19

15

34

Shares turns
with neighbors

5

8

21

34

Percent
Irrigates al l fields
during regular turn

11.76

2 . 94

85.30

100.00

Irrigates field when
water is near

55.88

8.82

3 5.30

100.00

Trades turns
with neighbors

.oo

55.88

44.12

100.00

Shares turns
with neighbors

14.70

23 .53

61.77

100.00

farmers avoided mixing water as much as possible even though some mixing
might have provided means for better use of the water.
Improving irrigation.

There was no shortage of ideas among the

farmers as to what could be done to make better use of available water.
Most of the i deas expressed would require cooperative action for implementation.

Clean and better ditches were suggested by several persona.

This included consolidating ditches to eliminate duplication and lining
of ditches to lessen conveyance loss.

In connection with ditch improve-

ment it was suggested that the water source springs in the canyons be
cleaned.

This had not been done since 1934.

Overnight storage to
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eliminate night irrigation and to provide a greater water head was
suggested time after time.

Reservoirs built to hold winter water and

the spring run-off oould retain the water until it was needed .

These

were also suggested .
Leveling of the land to be irrigated as suggested by several farmers
would require cooperative action to be effective.

Leveling of individual

farma would not be effective because of the large number of gmall fragments.

That consolidating the land hol dings wruld allow use of better

irrigation practices was exprea sed by some.
It was evident that the maj ority of farmers in Paragonah felt their
irrigation practices could be improved.

In some instances the management

of the various irrigation companies was blamed for the ineffective use
of water.

Most of the improvements which were suggested required more

than a oproval of irrigation companies ' management for implementation.
Cooperative effort by all concerned would be necessary.
Water rights .
the Canal Company.

Thirty-three farmers claimed water rights through
Water rights for nine farmers were exclusively with

the Canal Company but 24 combined their CRnal Company rights with rights
from one or more of the other sources of irrigation water.
no claims to water through the Reservoir Company alone.

There were

This would be

expected because the reservoir had never provid ed enough water to assure
crop production for any farmer.

The Little Creek Company provided the

only water right~ from a community source~ for five farms.
Water rights with both the Canal and the Reservoir companies were
held by 22 farmers.

Two f armers listed all three companies as sources

for their irrigation water.

The Little Creek Company and the Reservoir

Company were cited as the sources of water for farms belonging to two
owners .

Pump wells were used by aix farmers in Paragonah to supplement
their water rights with one or more of the three organized companies.
There were 26 fanners interviewed who claimed to have water rights
with the Reservoir Company, 33 with the Canal Company. and nine with
the Little Creek Company.

Except for

14 farmers who held water rights

from only one company, the owners in one company were also owners in
one or both of the other two (table 19).
Table 19 .

Source of irrigation water rights for Paragonah farms.
Paragonah, Utah. 1954
Number
reporting

Percent
of sample

Canal Coropany only

9

23 . 68

Reservoir Comps.ny only

0

.oo

Little Creek Company only

5

13.15

22

57.89

and Reservoir Company

2

5. 26

Canal Company. Reservoir
Company. and Little Creek
Company

2

5. 26

Canal Company s.nd
Reservoir Company
Little Creek Company

~utilization

and

re~irements.

With two exceptions,

farmers irrigating land in the Paragonah area reported that they used
all water available when they irrigated.

Farm neighbors agreed that

most of the farmers used what water they could get.

The neighbors

thought that three fs.rmers had water avs.ilable which was not used.
One farmer thought that he could frequently irrigate as well with
leas water than that which was available .

Three thought that on occasion
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they, too, could irrigate adequately with less water.

Thirty farmers,

however, felt that they could seldom irrigate as well with less water.
In fact, they felt that more water was desirable, even necessary.
No farmer suggested that his neighbors might irrigate their land as well
with less water.
Thirty farmers reported more water would be usually required to
irrigate their land adequately.

One farmer stated that he frequently

needed more water to irrigate his land, and one said that on occasion
he also needed more water than that which was available.

Two farmers

reported that they had adequate water supply and seldom required more
water.

Farm neighbors felt that 33 farms usually needed more water

for adequate irrigation, that one farm frequently required more water
than was available, and that all of the farms had some requirement for
more irrigation water.
The farmers' self report and the reports by neighbors were nearly
identical (table 20).

Neighbors thought the farmers had a slightly

greater requirement for additional water than the farmers themselves
did.

There was no evidence of farmers thinking that their neighbors

were using more than their share of the irrigation water.
Borrowing and lending of water.

Nearly two-thirds of the

farmers in Paragonah seldom borrowed or loaned water for irrigation
purposeso

Borrowing or lending of irrigation water did not happen

frequently among any of the farmers interviewed.

There were five

persons who reported borrowing water occasionally, and seven who said
they borrowed water under rare ciro~tances.

An almost identical

number said they had infrequently loaned water for irrigation purposes
(table 21).
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Table 20.

Farmers' attitude• of irrigation water utilhation and
requirements, Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Frequently

Occasionally

Seldom

Total

Number
Farmer usee all
available water

32

0

2

34

Neighbors use all
available water

31

0

3

34

Farmer could do as
well Tdth less water

1

3

30

34

Neighbors could do aa
well vd. th less water

0

0

34

34

Farner needs more water

32

l

2

34

Neighbors need
more water

34

0

0

34

Percent
Fanner us ea all
available water

94.12

.oo

5. 88

100

Neighbors use all
available water

91.18

oOO

8 .82

100

Farmer c oo ld do as
well with leas water

2.94

8.82

Neighbors could do as
well with lesa water

.oo

.oo

100.00

100

91 . 18

2 . 94

5. 88

100

100.00

.oo

.oo

100

I<'armer ne ed1 more water
Neighbors need
more water

88 . 24 100
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Table

21 . Borrowing and lending of irrigation water, Paragonah,
Utah, 1954
Frequently

Seldom

Ocoa.aionally

Total

Number
Borrow• water

0

5

29

34

Lends water

0

6

28

34

Percent
Borrows water

0

14.71

85.29

100

Lends water

0

17.65

82 . 35

100

Borrowing of water was not an acceptable practice in Paragonah aa
there was an inadequate supply.
allotted to him.

Every farmer required all of the water

Also, there was usually little opportunity to return

a like amount of water when it would be usefUl for crop production.
Generally, irrigation water in Paragonah was only ~iven to others when
the expected consumer was unable to take advantage of the water.

In

this case t he water could be ''loaned" but not expected to be returned.
Transfer of

~

rightso

Water rights in Paragonah were not

often released except as a part of land sales.

That is, water rights

were transferred in conjunction with land sales because of the necessity
of irrigation water for crop producti on.

Only four present land owners

had gained water rights other than at the time they had acquired their
farms.

One person did not remember whether he had acquired additional

water rights without buying land (table

22) .

Three of the present owners had released water rights.

One had

water rights to a stream which could not reach his land in an area
served by another stream.

Two farmers have sold part of their atook
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Table 22.

Transfer of water rights; present and preceding farmera.
Paragonah. Utah. 1954
Yea

No

Don't know

Total

Number
Present owner gained
water right&

4

33

1

38

Present owner released
water righta

4

33·

1

38

Previous owner gained
water rights

5

20

13

38

Percent
Present ol'ftler gained
water rights

10.52

86.84

2.64

100

Present owner released
water rights

10. c:,2

86.84

2.64

100

Previous owner gained
water rights

13.1 5

52.63

34.C'2

100

in the ReserToir Company.

A return of five t o one on his investment

induced one farmer to sell his stock.
Another stocknolder in the Reservoir Company sold part of his stock
to a brother.

Again, one f arme r di dn't recall whether he bad released

any water right s without the transfer of land beir~ involved.
The previous hold era of ft. ve farms were able to gain water rights
without gaining land according to the pr esent owners.

Twenty of th e

present owners were quite sure that their immediate predecessors had
not gained water rights.

Thirteen of the present land holders did

not know about the trans fe r of water rights by the previous owner.
Irrigation policies.

Over half of the farmPrs were dissatisfied
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with policies of the irrigation companies.

Nit~out

considering the

company involved . because ~
u&e dissatisfaction was aimilar in all three
companies. 21 farmers thought that alteration of policiea would be
useful (table 23).

Suggested ohanges included elimination of dupli-

cated ditches. better division of the water, and overnight storage
of water.

Same farmers suggested that the stre~ could be combined

in one lined canal which would reaoh from the canyon to the fields.
Another auggestion was that water lossea in ditchea could be reduced
by regular cleaning and maintenance.
Table 23.

Attitudes toward irrigation companies' policies. Paragonah,
Utah. 19S4
Number reporting

percent

Require alteration

21

55.26

Are adequate now

13

34.21

4

10.53

38

100. 00

Don' t know
Total

Al l of the suggestions implied that too much water was being wasted
through mismanagement .

Recognition of l ossea through ditches prompted

sugges tions of combining ditchea and better maintenance of t hose required.
Overnight storage ponds were desired for two basic reasons.

The first

being the elimination of night irrigation and the second being to provide
more water during a shorter period of time.

A larger stre&m of shorter

duration would provide a greater water head Which could be used more
efficiently in the irrigation of land.
·If the economic feasibility of overnight storage ponds had been

thoroughly investigated, the farmers were not aware of it.
were doubtful of overnight storage while others

Same farmers

enth~aiastically

rererred

to the possibility.
Enforcement of the policies then in effect, rather than changing
of the policiea was advocated by

13 farmers. These farmers thought

policios already in effect were adequate without change.

In six

instances the farmert aaid that the present policies of irrigation
were adequate because they did not know how they could be changed
beneficially.

One farmer said, ..Each man has a regular turn. tt imply-

ing that a regular turn was all that was necessary for the most effective use of available irri gation water.
the farmers were

usir~

Another individual said that

the best water practices known that would fit

their local situation.
Four farn•ers reported that they didn't know whether the irrigation
companies' pol icies required alteration.

One of these fanners said

that changes to better the situation were not being made.
Consoli dation of irrigation companies .

Consolidation of the

Canal Company and the Reservoir Company would enable the farmers in
Paragonah to make better use of the irrigation ~ter available to them
(10).

Mainly through efforta of people outside the community the two

companies were once combined in name under one management.
solidation lasted approximately a year.

This con-

At that time the Reservoir

Company was returned to ita original owners for one dollar, according
to the president of the Canal Company.
Consolidation of the companies would still provide opportunity
for more effective use of irrigation water in Paragonah, but only six
fanners said they thought consolidation of the two companies would be

desirable (table

24). According to these farmert

a workable conaoli-

dation would provide better service and less friction between community
membera .
Table

24. Attitude toward consolidation of local irrigation companies,
Paragonah, Utah, 1954
Number reporting

Percent

6

15.78

24

63.16

Don't know

5

13ol6

No response

3

7.90

38

100. 00

Consolidation desirable
Cons olida ti on not desirable

Total

Twenty- four farmers laid consolidation of the companies was not
desirable.

The reason most often mentioned was that the reservoir

is eo small that the water it holda could not be divided among all of
the farmers in Paragonah and still be of any value.

Of the farmers not

in favor of consolidation of the companies, 16 said conaolidati on

'WB.tl

not desirable because it had been unsuccessfully tried once before with
resulting ill feelings among COlllDllni ty members.
Five farmers aaid they did not know whether the companies should
be combined; three refused to comment on this problem.
Age and education of farmers.

Of the 38 farmers interviewed,

22 had not graduated from high school, 10 had graduated from high
aohool but had gone no further, and six had a a muoh as two years of
college (table 25).
Ten farmera in Paragonah had completed less than nine years of
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Table 25.

Age and education of farmers. Paragonah, Utah, 19 54

School years
completed

40-49

50-59

6o-79

Total

3

4

3

10

3

2

4

3

12

1

2

1

4

9

3

1

2

1

7

7

8

11

11

38

30-39

20-29

8

9 - 11
1

12

13 - 15
1

Total

formal education, but no f&rmer interviewed said that he had completed
less than the seventh gra9e.
than the eighth grade.

Eight said they had gone no further

All farmers who had completed only eight grades

were in age categories of under

40

years.

At least one individual who

had graduated from high school was included in each of the established
age categories.
60 years of age.

The greatest number of high school graduates were over

or

the six college students, four had completed two

years, and two had completed one year.

The youngest farmer intervi6Wed

had had no education beyond high school.
One farmer said that he had rece~ved formal training in Diesel
Engineering through the United States Armed Forces Institute.

He was

the only person who reported receiving any education outside the state
school system.

SUMMARY AND COllCLUSIONS

Inefficient farming haa implications beyond uneconomical use of
resouroea.

one result is depressed living conditions and attending

social problems.

ConserTation of resources has oome to be recognized

as a social responsibility, but inefficient practices and inadequate
social organization which inhibit community deTelopment persist in
many Utah communities such as Paragonah.
The objectives of this study were to describe land and water
utilization in Paragonah 5 more specifically, to present their historic
development, current problema associated with these conditions, how
people felt about them, and what community action had been or might
be taken to improve the use of these resources.

It is an accumulation

of facts upon 'WIIhich organizations concerned with conmuni ty improvement
could ceeperate with local people for more effective social planning
and action.
Paragonah is located in southwestern Utah.
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in 1950.

The population was

Although Paragonah farms are often composed of fragmented

land holdings, none of the ~est Fields" is as yet fenced into individually owned plots.

Several of the farma are operated on a t=art-time basis.

The three irrigation companies in Paragonah are in c ompetition with
each other, yet are owned largely by the s~~e people.
Fragmented land holdings began in Paragonah as a result of land
ownership and utilization practices that occurred during the period of
settlement.

The basic patterns of land ownership, control, and utilization
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have remained to the present.

The early settlers divided the land

into small holdings so that all of the famili es might have irrigation
water and till the land as methods then available permitted.

Land

fragmentation greatly extends the r equirement s for and losses through
water conveyance.

Water is a major factor limiting cropland develop-

ment in Paragonah.
Some groups in Paragonah, especially the irrigation

companies~

are concerned about fragmentation and water utili%ation and have
attempted to improve the situation.

Many farmers recognize the need

for improving the use of land and water resources.
the present situation and seem to have no desire for

Others accept
making changes

through individual or group efforts.
The traditional pattern of estate settlement has been to divide
the land equally among the heirs.

Most of the farmers inherited their

first land holding from their father.

The majority of the preceding

owners also acquired their farm through inheritance.

Most of the

farms were divided when transferred from the previous owners.

When

fanes were transferred intact, monetary compensation to the previous
owner was usually involved.
Some farmers, in improving their si tuation 1 have bought or rented
land to aeoure a farm which was capable of meeting their needs.

This

study indicates that buying and renting praotioea have increased
fragmentation in Parag onah.
There had been some public meetings which were devoted to land
fragmentation but most farmers were unaware of them.

MOst of the

farmers aaid there had been no community action to better the situation.
The obstacles to c onsolidation mentioned most often by the farmers were
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sentimental attachment to the land. irrigation problem8, and differing
land values.
Irrigation baa been necessary for crop production in Paragonah
since the community waa settled.

The source• of water do not proTide

enough water to irrigate all land in the area which is suitable for
cultivation.

All of the farmers were stockhol Jers in at least one

irrigation company but not all were aware of public meetings devoted
to irrigation.
There was no shortage of ideas as to what could be done to make
better use of irrigation water.

It was evident that the majority of

farmers thought local irrigation practices oould be improved.

Over

half of the farmera were dissatisfied with the policies of the irrigation companies.

Changes suggested most f requently were elimination

of duplicated ditches. better division of the water, and overnight
storage.
This study suggests there is need for an effective educational
program aimed at improving utilization of land and water resources in
Paragonah.

This program could assist farmers to realize that land

consolidation and water use improvements are es s ential.

A tradition

of consolidated farms large enough to maintain the operator and his
family needs to be developed and the tradition of equal land division
among heirs reconsidered.

Too many farmers think dividing the farm land

ia an acceptable method of estate settlement.

Instead of dividing there

is need for building and retaining economic farm units.

Since water

is a major factor limiting crop production. it is important to use this
resource efficiently.
Yore is known about what constitutes proper practices of land and
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water utilization than

h~s

been applied.

If satisfactory adjustment

in the utilisation of these resources is to be aehieTed. effective
social planning and action is needed to overcome apathy and to change
existing attitudes and practices.

Thus, the human element muet be

considered if future prosperity for farmers is to be attained.
Reoommendationa for 1ocial action
Land tenure practice• have a profound effect on community welfare o
In Utah. current tenure practices do not provide adequate provision for
social and ec onomic development.

To solve problema 1uch as land

fragmentati on and water cont rol. effective social planning is necessary.
Land-use planning has been developed for recent federal irrigation
projects and some states have passed zoning laws to regulate land use.
Conservation. irrigation. and fl. ood c ontrol are accepted forms of land
regulation.

In a limi t ed senae. then. publ ic regulation of land use

has been accepted in the United States.
Even though changes in resource utilization may be desirable.
complex problems are encountered when changes are sugg es t ed.

The

privileges and r i ght s of resource utilization have become tightly
connected with the social and cultural f actors of soci ety.

These

practices cannot be altered effectively without c onsideration of social
factors fUndamental to public response.

Organizations must be concerned

with development of the community for lasting modification of practices
having social implications.

In most instances these problema are
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complex that expert he lp is neces1ary f or understanding t heir nature
and interrela tiona.
Community pride and feelin~ s of civic res ponsibility must be better
developed if Parag onah is to b ec ome progressive in a pproach and in

goals regarding reaouro• utilization.

The people conc•rned must be

drawn into both defining problema and aeelcing their aolution.a.

Here

1s opportunity for organizations such as the Agricultural Extenaion

Service to act as catalytic agents accelerating community reactions
to inefficient utilization of resources.
Before an effective program of land consolidation could be undert&ken in Paragonah, additional information would be necessary.
mation about soils, irrigation, economic, and legal faotora

Infor-

~uld

be

required before holdings could be consolidated through community action.
This doea not mean thet the community must remain in i t a present
situation until this information is gathered, evaluated, and made
available.

Individual citizens and groups could move to improve the

situation without further delay.

The church, for example, ae the most

inclusive organization in the community, c ~ uld do much to develop
progressive comrrunity attitudes.

Church meetings could be used for

discussion of local problems and to induce comnunity action.

Schools

could develop curriculumB aimed at improving the use of techniques of
community improvement.

Irrigation companiea could serve by developing

progressive thinking regarding irrigation and related problems.
Th ere is need for int egration of programs concerned with isolated
probletu affecting the community.

Coord i nating conmi ttees composed of

members fr om the various community organizations could ~notion in
thh regard.
There is need for local l eaders to make better use of available
resources such as the county a gent and libraries to improve their
leaders hip.

The l ~ ad ers need assistance in l earning and implementation

of t he techniques, processes, and methods of community organization.
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The aolution of many community problems is dependent upon developing understanding of how people can best utilite the resources available
in government agenciea, civic groups, religious institutions, and
educational facilities .

There is no specific

whioh provides a simple remedial programo

a~ency,

plan, or method
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Social and Economic Factor• Affecting Land and water Utilisation
in Paragonah, Utah
Schedule No.

----

(Your name will be held in strict
Name ------------------------------- confidence.)
Address ----------------------------A. Land Fragmentation
1. How nmch land do you own?
operate? -----~2 . How much irrigated crop land do you haveT ~~--~~--~acres.
3. Row much of your land, other than crop land, is irrigated?
acres.

-------

4.
5.

How many of y our irrigated fields are separated from the
others?
Do your separated fields make any problema in yrur f arming?
Yes
No---.--If yea, what are theae problems?

6.

Rave there been any meetings held to discuss the matter of
separated fields? Yes
No
If yes, who sponsored
the meetings?
What ideas wer-e~dl~a-c_u_s_s_ea~?~----------------------------

7.

Did you come to any conclusions as a result of these meetings?
Yes
No
• If yes, what conclusions did you arrive at?

8.

Rave you talked this problem over with any of your friends
or neighbors? Yea
No
If yea, what was the g eneral
feeling about this iiiAtter7

9.

Do you think there is need for doing anything about having
separated fields 1 Yes
What do you t hink should be done?

No

Why do you think nothing ahou l d be done?

10 .

Would you be willing to trade your land for land of equal
value in order to have all of y our farm in one place?
Yes
No

11.

Have you tried to trade land in order to have y our fiel ds
connected? Yes
No
If yes, what have you done?

12.

What problema do you think f armers would meet if they tried
to bring their fields together?

13. Would you support any group effort to trade land so that eaoh
farm would be in one place?
Yes
Do you have any suggestions as to what should or oould
be done?
No

Why?

14. 14. Do you think the county agent and the college could help in
this matter?
No

Yes

How?

Why?

What percentage of farmers in Paragonah, would you estimate,
have fields separated from their other fields? --------------

16. After getti. ng his fann, did the previoua owner of your farm
acquire additional land separated from the rest of his
original farm? Yes
No
Don't know

17. Have you gained additional land separated from the rest of
your original farm?
Yes
How ne.ny pieces?
No

---

18. Do you rent land separated frcm your farm?
No
Ye-r:--

Do you intend to buy the land?

Yes

No

Yes

No

19. Do you rent land next to your farm?
No
Ye_s___
B.

~ater

Do you intend to buy the land?

Utilization

20.

Would you be better able to use the crop land you now have if
you had more water? Yea
No
How?

21 .

Do you use all of the water available when you irrigate?
Almost alway•___ frequently__ ocoaaionally__ almost never

22.

Could you irrigate just aa well with leas water?
Almost always
frequently
occasionally

-

--

--

almost never

23. Do you need more water?
Almost always___ frequently___

occasionally__ almost never

24. Do your neighbors use all the water available when they irrigates
Almost always___

frequently___

occasionally__ almost never

25. Could your neighbors irrigate just as well with lees water?
Almost always

--

frequently

--

occasionally

--

almost never
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26.

Do your neighbor• need more water?
Almost always
frequently
occasionally

-

-

-

almost never

Have your farm leaders called any meetings to discuss the matter
of water use? Yea
No
If yea. what was their idea about
this m. tter?

28.

Was any action taken as a result of these meetings?
No
What action?

Yes

29o What do you think should be done to get the best use of water?

30. Are there any other problems in the use of water that you can
mention?

31. Have you talked this problem over with any of your friends or
neighbors? Yes
No
If yes, what was the general
feeling about this matter?

32. From which irrigation companies do you have water rights?
The Field or Canal Co.
The Reservoir Co.
The Little Creek I_rr__,i_g-a'""t..,.i_o_n_C.-o._ __
Other

33. Should the irrigation companies be combined? Yea

No

Why?

34.

Do you think the irrigation oompaniea' policies could be changed
to provide better use of water? Yes
No
Why?

35. Do you irrigate all of your fields during your regular turn?
Almost always
frequently
occasionally
rarely___
almost never----

36.

If not, do you irrigate when the water is near your different

f1elds? Almost alwaya
frequently
occasionally___
rarely___ almost never-----

37. Do you trade turns with your neighbors when using the water?
Almost always
frequently
almost never - -

38.

occasionally
rarely
----

Do you share turna with your neighbors •hen using the water?
Almost always___ frequently
occasionally
rarely
almost never
---

39. Do you borrow water from your neighbors?

-

Frequently

occasionally

--- rarely-

almost never
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40.

Do your neighbors borrow water from you?
Frequently
occasionally
rarely
almost never

-

-

-

41 .

Have you gained water rights from any irrigation companies
other than at the time the farm was acquired? Yes
No
•
Why?

42.

Did the previous owner get water rights from any other irrigation com9any(s) other than at the time he got his farm?
Yes
No
Don't know
Have you released any ~ter rights since you got your farm?
Yes
No
If so. why?

C•

Family Farm

44.

What does your family think about keeping the f arm in the family?
Do you i ntend to keep the farm in the family? Yes
No
N/A
• If yes. 111hy? If no. what do yru intend tO"C!'o with
the-rirm7

46.

Do you t hink there are any problems in passi ng on the family
farm to children? Yes
No
If yes, what are they?

47.

"hat arrangements have been made about passing the farm on?
If none . what arrangements do you plan t o make?

48. Do you have any suggestions

as to hO'K to keep the farm from
being divided upon the death of the owner?

a) If one child gets the farm should he pay the other
survivors for their share?
b) Should s ons and daughter share the farm inheritance
equally?
c) Should children living on the farm be favored over
those who have moved?
D.

General Information

L9 .

In what year did you get your farm?

At what age?
Inherited
OtherDi d you pay market price for the lan~ Yes
No-Is your farm owned by both your wife and yournlf?-yes
No
N/A
Di~any of your brothers or sisters want to get the farm?
Yes
No
N/A_

50 . How did you get your farm? f\lrchased

51 .
52 .

53 .
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54.
55·

56.
57.

Did you get all of the previous owners' farm?
How many acres?
Yes
N o - How many acres? --Who else got part?
Were your forebearers pioneers of Paragonah? Ye-s----Neo______
One side of family
How many generatione-Eas t his farm been in your family?
What have the inheritance practices been?
a) to divide the land between the heirs?
b) to pase on the farm as a unit?

58 . What rel~tion are you to the previous owner?
59. Did the previous owner get the farm through inheritance?

6o.
61.

Yes
No
Purchase'?--yes
No
Other
Waa there a.n a.greemeiitbetwee_n.__,t~h-e_p_r_e_vi~o-u-s-owner and you as
to the eventual transfer of the farm to you? Yes
No
~
How much time do yav. work on the farm? None
Part-tiiiie" Full-time
Wha t percent of your income comes from your farm?
What is your age?
Row many years of -e~d-u_c_
a~t~i-on--have you completed?
Grade 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
College 1 2 3 4 5
High school 1 2 3 4
Trade or other 1 2 3
How many of your brothers or sisters have more education than
you?
Less

---

